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DELAY PROFILING IN A COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM

pro?ling information from multiple devices. A centraliZed
clock may be required, or multiple clocks may need to be

synchronized.
BACKGROUND

Another conventional approach is pro?ling by function
timing, a generic tool for pro?ling a program’s run-time
behavior. In many programming languages, sequences of
instructions are encapsulated in reusable functions. (Other

The present invention relates generally to data communi
cation. More particularly, the present invention relates to
delay pro?ling in a communication system.

terms for the same or similar mechanism include subroutine,

Voice conferencing systems and videoconferencing sys

method, procedure, etc.) When used, a function timing tool

tems are becoming increasingly popular forms of communi
cation. In such systems, the quality of the audio channel is
paramount. Thus if these systems are to provide a positive

typically creates a special version of the target executable
code, Where the time each function is entered and left is

participant experience, the delay betWeen audio recording

recorded. Additional information such as the number of times
each function is called can also be recorded. Function timing

and audio playback must be small. If the delay is too large,
participants Will “talk over” each other, and a natural pace and
How of conversation cannot be maintained.
The audio channels of these conferencing systems are gen

program’s source ?les that are responsible for poor perfor
mance. HoWever, this approach has several disadvantages.
First, the divisions of statements into functions often do not

erally composed of many individual modules, each of Which

correspond to the logical stages of audio frame manipulation.

can help the programmer identify speci?c portions of the

contributes to the overall delay of an audio frame as it travels

through the system. Some modules may intentionally con
tribute large amounts of delay, for example, to compensate for

It can be dif?cult to extract information about individual or
20

netWork variability that Would otherWise produce unaccept
able audio quality. Or, a module might be computationally
expensive, needing a lot of time to produce output from its
input, and contributing a large amount to the overall delay in

average frame performance, particularly When multiple
threads of execution are involved. Second, system perfor
mance can be greatly affected, depending on the number and

type of functions pro?led. This can affect both objective and
subjective assessments of delay. Third, it can be dif?cult to
25

synthesiZe pro?ling information from multiple devices.

that Way. In some cases, excessive delay in modules is caused

by softWare bugs and can be corrected at design time. In other
cases, the system acts correctly, but uses a con?guration that
is overly cautious for the actual installation environment.
Several conventional approaches exist for pro?ling an
audio content channel. One conventional approach is

SUMMARY

30

In general, in one aspect, the invention features a method
for a communication system comprising a plurality of com
munication modules passing an audio stream comprising

roundtrip timing via loopback. In a typical voice conferenc

frames of audio data, the method comprising: receiving the

ing system, the speech recorded from one user is played for
the other conference participants but is not played for the
person speaking, because doing so Would produce a sound

audio stream at one of the communication modules; selecting
one of the frames; identifying second data; replacing a por
tion of the audio data in the one of the frames With the second
data; and transmitting the audio stream comprising the one of
the frames of audio data comprising the second data from the
one of the communication modules in the communication

35

similar to a loud echo, Which Would be distracting. As a

diagnostic, hoWever, many voice conferencing systems have
a loopback mode, Where the speaking user’s audio is played
back to her after otherWise ordinary progression through the
system. This provides a simple roundtrip delay metric that

system.
40

can be used by a single developer. The implementation can be
as simple as speaking into a microphone and using a stop
Watch to mark When the input is heard back. A more accurate

ules. Some embodiments comprise receiving the audio

implementation can have the conferencing client use its oWn

timer to calculate the roundtrip delay of a uniquely identi?ed

stream at a further one of the communication modules; gen
45

audio packet. HoWever, this approach has several disadvan
tages. First, only roundtrip time is measured, providing no
indication of Which individual system modules could be the
source of problematic delay. Second, a received audio frame
must be matched With a frame that Was sent, Which might

50

require costly management and lookup of state information
for every frame.

Another conventional approach is pro?ling using an alter
nate status channel. According to this approach, timing infor
mation is transmitted outside of the audio content channel.
For example, a buffer might Write information about the num
ber of frames it contains to a ?le, or transmit that information
to a central monitoring service. This approach also has several

disadvantages. First, audio frames must be matched With
frames that Were sent, Which might require costly manage

embodiments comprise encoding the audio stream, compris

60

ing receiving each of the frames at an encoder, generating
coded frames based on the frames, comprising generating
compressed frames of the audio data each having a predeter
mined siZe, comprising compressing the frames of the audio
data, other than the one of the frames comprising the second
data, and reducing the siZe of the one of the frames compris
ing the second data to the predetermined siZe, comprising
discarding data, other than the second data, from the one of
the frames comprising the second data, and then transmitting

ond, the status channel can consume needed resources, affect

ing system behavior and invalidating the delay pro?ling
incoming status information might take up bandWidth needed
for incoming audio. Third, it can be dif?cult to synthesiZe

erating a further timestamp representing a time at Which the
one of the frames of the audio data in the audio stream is
present in the further one of the modules; replacing a further
portion of the audio data in the one of the frames With the
further timestamp; and transmitting the audio stream com
prising the one of the frames of audio data comprising the
timestamp and the further timestamp from the further one of
the communication modules. Some embodiments comprise
determining a delay for the one of the frames of the audio data
based on the timestamp and the further timestamp. Some

55

ment and lookup of state information for every frame. Sec

information collected. For example, if a conferencing client
and monitoring service use the same netWork interface,

In some embodiments, the second data comprises a times
tamp representing a time at Which the one of the frames of the
audio data is present in the one of the communication mod

65

each of the coded frames from the encoder a predetermined
interval after receiving the frame at the encoder. Some

embodiments comprise decoding the audio stream, compris

US 7,908,147 B2
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ing receiving each of the frames at a decoder, generating
uncoded frames based on the frames, comprising generating
decompressed frames of the audio data each having a prede
termined siZe, comprising decompressing the frames of the
audio data, other than the one of the frames comprising the
second data, and increasing the siZe of the one of the frames
comprising the second data to the predetermined siZe, com
prising adding data to the one of the frames comprising the
second data, and then transmitting each of the uncoded

each of a plurality of possible values of the second data With
one of the coded values; replacing at least a portion of the ?rst
data in one of the frames With the selected coded value;
Wherein the frames are subsequently decoded by an instance

of the lossy codec.
In some embodiments, the frames of the ?rst data have
been encoded by a further instance of the lossy codec before
receiving the frames of the ?rst data. Some embodiments

comprise decoding the frames using the instance of the lossy
codec. Some embodiments comprise encoding the frames
using a further instance of the lossy codec; and recovering the
second data, comprising recovering the coded value from the

frames from the decoder a predetermined interval after
receiving the frame at the decoder. Some embodiments com

prise generating the second data comprising identifying third
data, selecting a coded value of one of a plurality of ?xed
points of a lossy codec according to a value of the third data,
Wherein the lossy codec has a plurality of the ?xed points each
associating one of the coded values With one of a plurality of

uncoded values, and assigning, to the second data, the
uncoded value of the one of the plurality of ?xed points;
Wherein the frames are subsequently encoded by an instance

of the lossy codec. Some embodiments comprise encoding

20

the frames of audio data using the instance of the lossy codec.
Some embodiments comprise generating the second data
comprising identifying third data, selecting an uncoded value
of one of a plurality of ?xed points of a lossy codec according
to a value of the third data, Wherein the lossy codec has a

one of the ?rst frames, and identifying the second data, in a
further map associating each of the coded values With one of
a plurality of data values, according to the coded value recov
ered from the one of the ?rst frames. Some embodiments
comprise an apparatus to perform the method. Some embodi
ments comprise a computer program for performing the
method.
The details of one or more implementations are set forth in

the accompanying draWings and the description beloW. Other
features Will be apparent from the description and draWings,
and from the claims.
25

plurality of the ?xed points each associating one of the

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

uncoded values With one of a plurality of coded values, and
assigning, to the second data, the coded value of the one of the

plurality of ?xed points; Wherein the frames are subsequently
decoded by an instance of the lossy codec. Some embodi
ments comprise decoding the frames using the instance of the
lossy codec. Some embodiments comprise an apparatus to

FIG. 1 shoWs a portion of an audio conferencing system in

loopback mode.
30

FIG. 3 shoWs an audio conferencing system comprising

perform the method. Some embodiments comprise a com

tWo clients and a server With one of the clients in loopback

puter program for performing the method.
In general, in one aspect, the invention features a method

mode.
35

comprising: receiving a data stream comprising frames of
?rst data; identifying second data; selecting an uncoded value
of a ?xed point of a lossy codec, Wherein the lossy codec has
a plurality of the ?xed points each associating one of a plu
rality of the uncoded values With one of a plurality of coded
values, according to a value of the second data and a map

FIG. 4 shoWs a process for transferring passenger data over
an audio channel according to a preferred embodiment of the

present invention.
FIG. 5 shoWs a process for pro?ling delay in an audio
40

conferencing system according to a preferred embodiment of
the present invention.
FIG. 6 shoWs a format of a timestamp frame according to a

associating each of a plurality of possible values of the second

preferred embodiment.

data With one of the uncoded values; replacing at least a
portion of the ?rst data in one of the frames With the selected

FIG. 7 shoWs a block diagram of an audio communication

uncoded value; Wherein the frames are subsequently encoded
by an instance of the lossy codec.
In some embodiments, the frames of the ?rst data have
been decoded by a further instance of the lossy codec before
receiving the frames of the ?rst data. Some embodiments

45

comprise encoding the frames using the instance of the lossy
codec. Some embodiments comprise decoding the frames
using a further instance of the lossy codec; and recovering the
second data, comprising recovering the uncoded value from

50

system employing a pseudo-codec according to a preferred
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 8 shoWs a process for inserting data into an audio

stream using a pseudo-codec according to a preferred
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 9 shoWs a process for recovering data from an audio

stream using a pseudo-codec according to a preferred
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 10 shoWs a block diagram of an audio communication

system employing a lossy codec having ?xed points accord

the one of the ?rst frames, and identifying the second data, in
a further map associating each of the uncoded values With one

FIG. 2 shoWs an audio conferencing system comprising
tWo clients and a server Without loopback mode.

55

ing to a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

of a plurality of data values, according to the uncoded value

FIG. 11 shoWs a process for inserting data into an audio

recovered from the one of the ?rst frames. Some embodi
ments comprise an apparatus to perform the method. Some

stream using a lossy codec having ?xed points according to a
preferred embodiment of the present invention.

embodiments comprise a computer program for performing
the method.
In general, in one aspect, the invention features a method

FIG. 12 shoWs a process for recovering data from an audio
60

comprising: receiving a data stream comprising frames of
?rst data; identifying second data; selecting a coded value of
a ?xed point of a lossy codec, Wherein the lossy codec has a
plurality of the ?xed points each associating one of a plurality
of the coded values With one of a plurality of uncoded values,
according to a value of the second data and a map associating

65

stream using a lossy codec having ?xed points according to a
preferred embodiment of the present invention
FIG. 13 shoWs a format of a command frame according to
a preferred embodiment.
FIG. 14 shoWs a block diagram of an adaptive jitter buffer
according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 15 illustrates an operation of an adaptive jitter buffer
according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

US 7,908,147 B2
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The loopback mode for audio conferencing system 100 is

The leading digit(s) of each reference numeral used in this
speci?cation indicates the number of the drawing in which the

described because it is a convenient con?guration for a single

reference numeral ?rst appears.

implementer to pro?le delay in system 100. However,
embodiments of the present invention are not limited to this
con?guration, and as will be seen, many embodiments are

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

As used herein, the terms “client” and “server” generally

well suited for use during actual operation of system 100.
For example, FIG. 2 shows an audio conferencing system

refer to an electronic device or mechanism. As used herein,
the term “mechanism” refers to hardware, software, or any
combination thereof. These terms are used to simplify the

mode. Clients 202A,B and server 204 communicate over a
channel 206 such as a network. Client 202A comprises a

200 comprising two clients and a server without loopback

microphone 208A, a speaker 210A, a plurality of client trans
mit modules 212AA-AN, and a plurality of client receive
modules 214AA-AN. Client 202B comprises a microphone
208B, a speaker 210B, a plurality of client transmit modules
212BA-BN, and a plurality of client receive modules 214BA
BN. Server 204 comprises a plurality of server receive mod
ules 216A-N, and a plurality of server transmit modules

description that follows. The clients, servers, and mecha
nisms described herein can be implemented on any standard

general-purpose computer, or can be implemented as special
iZed devices.
In a real-time voice conferencing system, excessive delay

between audio recording and audio playback will disrupt a
conversation and result in a negative participant experience.
Embodiments of the present invention can determine the
amount of delay that a single audio frame accrues as it passes

218A-N.

As another example, FIG. 3 shows an audio conferencing
20

system 300 comprising two clients and a server with one of

through a voice conferencing system’s many constituent
modules. The delays can then be remedied during further

the clients in loopback mode. Clients 302A,B and server 304

system development, or by manual or automatic real-time

302A comprises a microphone 308A, a speaker 310A, a plu
rality of client transmit modules 312AA-AN, and a plurality
of client receive modules 314AA-AN. Client 302B comprises
a plurality of client transmit modules 312BA-BN, and a plu

tuning of system parameters. Embodiments of the present
invention utiliZe the existing audio content channel, which

communicate over a channel 306 such as a network. Client

25

allows them to be easily incorporated into a system at an

advanced phase of development, and to only negligibly
impact system behavior and performance.
According to one aspect, embodiments of the present
invention are useful in pro?ling delay in communication sys
tems such as voice conferencing systems, videoconferencing

30

rality of client receive modules 314BA-BN. Server 304 com
prises a plurality of server receive modules 316A-N, and a
plurality of server transmit modules 318A-N.
Embodiments of the present invention are not limited to the

con?gurations shown in FIGS. 1-3. Furthermore, embodi

systems, and the like. In particular, embodiments of the

ments of the present invention are not limited to audio con

present invention replace at least a portion of the audio data in

ferencing systems, and can in fact be implemented in any

one or more of the audio frames with passenger data. The

passenger data is then recovered at some later time during the

35

frame’ s journey through the system. Preferably the passenger
data placed in the frames is timing data, for example times

system comprising an audio channel, for example including
videoconferencing systems and the like.
FIG. 4 shows a process 400 for transferring passenger data
over an audio channel according to a preferred embodiment

tamps that represent a time at which the frame was present in

of the present invention. For example, process 400 can be

the module of the system that inserted the timestamp. In other
embodiments, the passenger data placed in the frames repre

implemented in any of the modules of the audio conferencing
40

system. However, embodiments of the present invention are
not limited by the nature of the passenger data placed in the
frames.
According to one aspect, embodiments of the present

45

invention are useful in transferring passenger data over a

channel that is encoded and decoded using a codec. In some

embodiments, the passenger data is inserted and recovered
using a pseudo-codec that emulates the compression ratio and
timing characteristics of the codec. In other embodiments, the
codec is a lossy codec having ?xed points, and the passenger
data is inserted and recovered using a mapping between the
data values and the ?xed points.
FIG. 1 shows a portion of an audio conferencing system
100 in loopback mode. Audio conferencing system 100 com

systems of FIGS. 1-3. The modules pass an audio stream

comprising frames of audio data. Process 400 receives the
stream of audio data at one of the modules (step 402), and
selects one of the frames in the stream (step 404). Any selec
tion technique can be used. For example, audio frames rep

sents commands issued to some or all of the modules in the

50

resenting silence can be selected so that no useful audio
content is lost.

Process 400 also identi?es passenger data for insertion into
the audio stream (step 406).According to some embodiments
of the present invention, the passenger data comprises a
timestamp representing a time at which the selected frame is
present in the module. The timestamp can represent a time of

day, a time that has elapsed since system initialization, and the
like, which can also be synchronized with a central clock or

channel 106 such as a network. Client 102 comprises a micro

subsequently corrected for local clock drift.
Process 400 replaces a portion (that is, some or all) of the
audio data in the selected frame with the passenger data (step
408). Several techniques for replacing the audio data with the

phone (MIC) 108, a speaker (SPKR) 110, a plurality of client

passenger data are discussed in detail below. Process 400 then

55

prises a client 102 and a server 104 in communication over a

transmit modules 112A-N, and a plurality of client receive
modules 114A-N. Server 104 comprises a plurality of server
receive modules 116A-N, and a plurality of server transmit
modules 118A-N. Modules 112, 114, 116, and 118 can be
implemented in hardware, software, or any combination
thereof, and can perform any sort of function in audio con

ferencing system 100. For example, the modules can perform

data buffering, silence detection, encoding, decoding, mixing
and the like.

transmits the audio stream from the module (step 410).
60

FIG. 5 shows a process 500 for pro?ling delay in an audio

conferencing system according to a preferred embodiment of
the present invention. For example, process 400 can be imple
mented in any of the audio conferencing systems of FIGS.
65

1-3. Process 500 inserts a timestamp into a frame of audio
data in an audio stream comprising a plurality of the frames at

one of the modules in the audio conferencing system (step
502), preferably according to process 400 of FIG. 4. For

US 7,908,147 B2
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convenience, this frame is noW referred to as a “timestamp

frame by different modules, alloWing for ?ner delay pro?ling

frame.” Process 500 then inserts another timestamp into the
timestamp frame at another of the modules in the audio con

or even individual modules.

such as determining the delay imposed by groups of modules

ferencing system (step 504), also preferably according to

As mentioned above, the various modules in a system may

process 400 of FIG. 4. Each timestamp represents a time at

be clocked by different local clocks, each subject to clock

Which the timestamp frame Was present in the respective
module of the audio conferencing system.

drift due to oscillator variances and the like. Further, the
clocks may not give the elapsed time from some ?xed date,
but instead re?ect the elapsed time since the underlying oper

FIG. 6 shoWs a format 600 of a timestamp frame according
to a preferred embodiment. Format 600 de?nes a plurality of

ating system Was restarted. This reference time can vary
dramatically from device to device. If this effect is not com

timestamp ?elds 602A-N, an optional timestamp count ?eld
604, and an optional signature ?eld 606. Each timestamp ?eld

pensated for, then meaningful delays can be calculated only

602 is preferably 8 bytes (64 bits) in length, though the length

Within a single device. While this is often suf?cient, in some

is not important, provided it offers su?icient resolution for the

situations it is desirable to calculate delays using timestamps

required measurement precision. An 8-byte timestamp is long
enough to provide extremely precise measurements relative

from different devices. An intuitive but technically dif?cult

to the audio processing time scale Where millisecond preci
sion should suf?ce and 8 bytes is enough to identify any

odically resynchroniZe all clocks With a canonical time

solution is to use a common timekeeping service, or to peri
source.

unique 100-nanosecond interval over a range of more than

58,000 years.
Optional timestamp count ?eld 604 can be used to identify
the number of timestamps that have been inserted into a
timestamp frame, for example so that a module can insert a

20

Embodiments of the present invention solves this problem
in a different Way, taking advantage of the fact that the audio
conferencing system can be run on a local area netWork

(LAN), and the time to transmit a packet from one device to

another across a LAN is usually small. Using timestamp

timestamp Without overWriting other timestamps previously

frame format 600 of FIG. 6, timestamps are added to a frame

inserted into the timestamp frame. The timestamp count is

sequentially, and so by de?nition must be monotonically
increasing in real (normalized) value. For purposes of

preferably initialiZed to Zero. Then When a module inserts a

timestamp into a timestamp frame, the module also incre

description, it is assumed that there are only tWo devices in

ments the timestamp count.
Because the timestamp frames are sent through the audio

use, a client device and a server device, and that the system is

content channel, it is likely that various modules Will interpret
the data therein as encoded audio, for example, by playing the

FIG. 1. Client 102 is con?gured to insert a timestamp C1
immediately before transmitting a timestamp frame to server

con?gured for loopback behavior, for example as shoWn in

data through a loudspeaker. While process 500 is not affected

104, and to insert another timestamp C2 immediately after

as long as the passenger data is not modi?ed as part of this

processing, playing the passenger data back through a loud
speaker may produce random pops or crackle that Will be
distracting to users. Optional signature ?eld 606 can be used
to include a signature that identi?es the timestamp frame as
such. For example, the signature can be a set of coded byte
values that is unlikely to occur naturally in recorded audio.
Frames can be checked for this signature, and non-standard
behavior can be triggered, such as playing silence instead of

receiving a timestamp frame from the server 104. Server 104
35

is con?gured to insert a timestamp S1 immediately after
receiving a timestamp frame from client 102 and immediately
before transmitting a timestamp frame to client 102. Assume

the timestamps C1, C2, S1, and S2 for three such timestamp
frames are given by Table 1.
TABLE 1

40

the passenger data in the timestamp frame. Optional signature

?eld 606 is preferably 6 bytes (42 bits) in length, although

Frame 1
Frame 2
Frame 3

other lengths can be used.

In some embodiments, the audio channel, including times

tamp frames, is compressed according to the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) G71 1 standard, and times

c1

s1

s2

02

0
2
5

6003
6007
6009

6009
6012
6014

10
11
12

While the time units are irrelevant, for simplicity, it is

tamps are inserted before compression, as described in further
detail beloW. Given that G.711 compresses a tWo-byte value
to one byte, and that a G.711 compressed audio frame is 240
bytes long, format 600 can be used to store 28 high-resolution

55

assumed the numbers in Table 1 are in seconds. It is also
assumed that the clocks on the tWo devices have not signi?
cantly drifted over the course of a feW frames. Let the differ
ence betWeen the reference time of the clock for client 102
and the clock for server 104 be K seconds. If K is knoWn, the
timestamps from one device can be normaliZed to have the
same reference time as those from the other device. There
fore, the goal is to estimate K to Within some small range.

60

betWeen S1 and C1 is greater than or equal to Zero. (Of course,
the real elapsed time must be greater than Zero, but because of
our timer resolution, Zero is a valid value.) Therefore the
value S1-C1 immediately provides us With an upper bound

timestamps, as shoWn in Equation 1, Which should provide
suf?cient coverage for the important stages of processing in
even a complex voice conferencing system.

Because timestamps are added sequentially, the elapsed time

{2410-6-41
8 l

:28

(1)

Returning to FIG. 5, process 500 determines a delay for the
timestamp frame based on the timestamps in the timestamp
frame (step 506). For example, referring to FIG. 1, one of

on K, in this case 6003 —0:6003. It is easy to see that K can not

be 6004, meaning that time 0 on the client is time 6004 on the

client transmit modules 112 can insert the ?rst timestamp, and

server, time 1 on the client is time 6005 on the server, etc.

one of client receive modules 114 can insert the second times

Because the S1 timestamp is 6003, K:6004 Would mean the
server added that timestamp at client time —1, meaning one

tamp. Then client 1 02 can determine a round-trip delay for the
timestamp frame based on the tWo timestamps. Of course,
more than tWo timestamps can be inserted into the timestamp

65

second before C1 Was Written, Which We knoW to be false.
Similarly, the value S2-C2 provides a loWer bound on the

US 7,908,147 B2
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value of K, in this case 6009-10I5999. IfK Was 5998, then

708 (step 802), and receives passenger data, for example
timestamps, commands, and the like, from passenger data

S2 Would be the same as time 11 on the client, and We know
that it must have been added some time before or equal to

source 710 (step 804).

client time 10. Therefore, using only the timing information

When no passenger data is to be inserted into the audio

from Frame 1, the value of K is constrained to the range

stream (step 806), encoding controller 722 causes sWitch

[5999, 6003].

720A to sWitch the frames of audio data to audio encoder 716

(step 808), Which encodes the audio data (step 810), for
example according to conventional techniques. Preferably,

Repeating this process for Frame 2 constrains K to the

range [S2-C2, S1—C1]:[6012—1 1, 6007—2]:[6001, 6005].

the frames of audio data are compressed according to the ITU
G71 1 standard, although other standards can be used instead,
such as G.729, MP3, LDP, and the like. Encoding controller

Given that K is constant, the tWo ranges can be combined to
get a single range that must be as good or better, in this case

[6001-6003].
Repeating the process for Frame 3 constrains K to the range

722 also causes sWitch 720B to pass the encoded frames of

[6002, 6004], further constraining K to the range [6002,

audio data from audio encoder 716 to channel 706 (step 812).
When passenger data is to be inserted into the audio stream

6003]. In this manner, a very good estimate of K can be

obtained using relatively feW frames, and thereafter the times

(step 806), encoding controller 722 causes sWitch 720A to
sWitch a frame of audio data to pseudo-encoder 718 (step
814), Which inserts the passenger data into the frame (step

tamps inserted by server 104 can be normaliZed to the refer

ence time of client 102 by simply subtracting K (for example
using the loWer bound of the range, here 6002). For illustra
tion, Table 2 gives the normaliZed values obtained from the

20

values in Table 1.

senger data during intervals of silence, for example under the
control of an optional silence detector (not shoWn). As further
examples, encoding controller 722 can insert passenger data

TABLE 2

Frame 1
Frame 2
Frame 3

C1

S1

S2

C2

0
2
5

1
5
7

7
10
12

10
11
12

NoW using the normalized values, the deltas betWeen any
of the timestamps can be computed. And if a negative delta
value is computed, it is clear that the value of K value has

25

as it becomes available, at regular or random intervals, and the
like.
Pseudo-encoder 718 also emulates the compression ratio
and timing characteristics of audio encoder 716. Pseudo
encoder 718 reduces the siZe of the frame to the siZe of the

30

frames produced by audio encoder 716, for example by dis
carding data, other than the passenger data, from the frame.
Pseudo-encoder 718 emulates the timing of audio encoder
716 by transmitting each of the pseudo-coded frames a pre
determined interval after receiving the frame, Where the pre

changed (for example due to clock drift), and the process
described above can be used again to determine an updated
estimate for K.
In audio channels, frames of digital audio data in an audio

816). Encoding controller 722 can use any method to deter
mine When passenger data is to be inserted into the audio
stream. For example, encoding controller 722 can insert pas

stream are generally encoded before transmission over a net

determined interval is the same as the interval required by
audio encoder 716 to process a frame of audio data. Encoding
controller 722 also causes sWitch 720B to pass the pseudo

Work, and then subsequently decoded at the receiver. Accord
ing to some embodiments of the present invention, passenger

818).

data such as timestamps can be inserted into the audio stream,

35

coded frame from pseudo-encoder 718 to channel 706 (step
40

ing stage using a “pseudo-codec” that has characteristics
similar to those of the codec used to encode/ decode the audio
data.
FIG. 7 shoWs a block diagram of an audio communication
system 700 employing a pseudo-codec according to a pre
ferred embodiment of the present invention. System 700 com
prises an encoder 702 in communication With a decoder 704

45

When frames of audio data are received (step 904), decod

audio data to audio decoder 724 (step 906), Which decodes the

audio data (step 908), for example according to conventional
50

standards can be used instead, such as G.729, MP3, LDP, and
the like. Decoding controller 728 also causes sWitch 720D to
pass the decoded frames of audio data from audio decoder

pseudo-encoder 718, and sWitches 720A,B under the control
55

audio decoder 724, a pseudo-decoder 726, and sWitches
720C,D under the control of a decoding controller 728. While
system 700 is described in terms of inserting passenger data
into an audio stream, other embodiments are capable of
inserting passenger data into other sorts of data streams, as
Will be apparent to one skilled in the relevant arts after reading

decoding controller 728 causes sWitch 720C to pass the frame

60

FIG. 8 shoWs a process 800 for inserting data into an audio

reference to system 700 of FIG. 7. Encoder 702 receives an
audio stream of frames of audio data from audio data source

724 to audio data destination 712 (step 910).
When a frame of passenger data is received (step 904),
to pseudo-decoder 726 (step 912), Which recovers the pas
senger data from the frame (step 914), and passes it to pas

this description.
stream using a pseudo-codec according to a preferred
embodiment of the present invention, and is described With

techniques. Preferably, the frames of audio data are decom

pressed according to the ITU G71 1 standard, although other

tively. Encoder 702 comprises an audio encoder 716, a
of an encoding controller 722. Decoder 704 comprises an

ger data (step 902).
ing controller 728 causes sWitch 720C to pass the frames of

over a channel 706 such as a data netWork for sending audio

data provided by an audio data source 708 and passenger data
provided by a passenger data source 710 to an audio data
destination 712 and a passenger data destination 714, respec

FIG. 9 shoWs a process 900 for recovering data from an

audio stream using a pseudo-codec according to a preferred
embodiment of the present invention, and is also described
With reference to system 700 of FIG. 7. Encoder 702 receives
an audio stream comprising frames of audio data and passen

and recovered from the audio stream, at the encoding/decod

65

senger data destination 714. Decoding controller 728 can use
any method to determine When frames of passenger data are
received. For example, each frame of passenger data can

include a signature, such as the optional signature ?eld 606 of
FIG. 6, Which decoding controller 728 can use to identify the
frames. As another example, passenger data can be sent
according to a predetermined schedule knoWn to decoding
controller 728, and the like.

US 7,908,147 B2
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Pseudo-decoder 726 emulates the compression ratio and
timing characteristics of audio decoder 724. Pseudo-decoder

and a passenger data recovery module 1028 under the control

produced by audio decoder 724, for example by adding data

of a decoding controller 1030. While system 1000 is
described in terms of inserting passenger data into an audio
stream, other embodiments are capable of inserting passenger

to the frame. Pseudo-decoder 726 emulates the timing of

data into other sorts of data streams, as Will be apparent to one

audio decoder 724 by transmitting each of the pseudo-de

skilled in the relevant arts after reading this description.

726 increases the siZe of the frame to the siZe of the frames

coded frames a predetermined interval after receiving the
frame, Where the predetermined interval is the same as the
interval required by audio decoder 724 to process a frame of
audio data. Decoding controller 728 also causes sWitch 720D
to pass the pseudo-decoded frame from pseudo-decoder 726
to audio data destination 712 (step 916).
Embodiments of the present invention employing the
pseudo-codec described above are especially useful When the

FIG. 11 shoWs a process 1100 for inserting data into an

audio stream using a lossy codec having ?xed points accord
ing to a preferred embodiment of the present invention, and is
described With reference to system 1000 of FIG. 10. While
process 1100 is described in terms of inserting passenger data
into an audio stream, other embodiments are capable of
inserting passenger data into other sorts of data streams, as
Will be apparent to one skilled in the relevant arts after reading

pseudo-codec is easily integrated into the communication
system. When that is not the case, embodiments of the present

this description.

invention employing a lossy codec having ?xed points that is
already present in the communication system are especially
useful. In lossy codecs, decoded data may be substantially

Sending module 1002 receives an audio stream of frames
of audio data from audio data source 1008 (step 1102), and

receives passenger data, for example timestamps, commands,

different from the data that Was originally encoded. For many 20 and the like, from passenger data Source 1010 (step 1104) 111
applications, such as audio transmission, this is acceptable as
some cases, the frames of audio data have been decoded by an
long as the sounds produced are substantially similar.
instance of the lossy codec before the frames are received.
HoWever, some lossy codecs have ?xed points, Where the
When no passenger data is to be inserted into the audio
decoded data is identical to the data that Was originally
stream (step 1106), encoding controller 1022 causes data
encoded, and Where the relationship betWeen the coded and 25 insertion module 1020 to pass the frames of audio data to
uncoded values is 1:1. That is, each ?xed point associates a
audio encoder 1016 (step 1108), Which encodes the audio

particular coded value With a particular uncoded value. The
codec alWays decodes the coded value for a ?xed point as the
corresponding uncoded value for that ?xed point, and alWays

data (step 1110), for example according to conventional tech
niques. Preferably, the frames of audio data are compressed
according to the ITU G71 1 standard, although other stan
encodes the uncoded value for a ?xedpoint as the correspond- 30 dards can be used instead, such as G.729, MP3, LDP, and the
ing coded value for that ?xed point. According to some
like. Audio encoder 1016 passes the encoded frames of audio

embodiments of the present invention, passenger data is

data to channel 1006 (step 1112).

inserted into, and recovered from, both coded and uncoded

When passenger data is to be inserted into the audio stream

frames using ?xed points of a lossy codec. While embodi-

(step 1106), forWard mapping module 1018 maps the passen

ments of the present invention are described in terms of the 35 ger data to one of the ?xed points of lossy encoder 1016 (step

ITU G.711 |J.-l2lW variant, other variants and codecs having

1114). Preferably, forWard mapping module 1018 selects an

?xed points can be used.

uncoded value of a ?xed point of lossy encoder 1016 accord

FIG. 10 shoWs a block diagram of an audio communication

ing to a value of the passenger data and a forWard map

system 1000 employing a lossy codec having ?xed points

associating possible values of the passenger data With the

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 40 uncoded values.
System 1000 comprises a sending module 1002 in commuBy Way of illustration, Table 3 presents such a forWard map
nication With a receiving module 1004 over a channel 1006
for the ?xed points of the ITU G.711 |J.-l2lW variant according
such as a data netWork for sending audio data provided by an
to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. Table 3
audio data source 1008 and passenger data provided by a
contains the uncoded values of the 255 ?xed points arranged
passenger data source 1010 to an audio data destination 1012 45 in order of increasing value, and maps them, in that order, to
and a passenger data destination 1014, respectively. Sending
passenger data values 0-254. Note that each byte of passenger
module 1002 comprises a lossy audio encoder 1016 having
data is mapped to a tWo-byte ?xed point encoded value. To
?xed points, a forWard mapping module 1018, and a passenmap a passenger data value to a ?xed point uncoded value,
ger data insertion module 1020 under the control of an encodselect the roW corresponding to the passenger data value’s
ing controller 1022. Receiving module 1004 comprises a 50 tens place, and the column corresponding to the passenger
lossy audio decoder 1024 having the same ?xed points as
data value’s ones place. The ?xed-point uncoded value is
lossy audio encoder 1016, a reverse mapping module 1026,
found in the cell Where the roW and column intersect.
TABLE 3
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

-32,124
—21,884
—13,948
—8,828
—5,884
—3,644
—2,364
-1,500

-31,100
—20,860
—13,436
—8,316
—5,628
—3,516
—2,236
—1,436

—30,076
—19,836
-12,924
-7,932
-5,372
—3,388
—2,108
-1,372

-29,052
—18,812
-12,412
—7,676
—5,116
—3,260
—1,980
—1,308

—28,028
—17,788
-11,900
-7,420
—4,860
-3,132
—1,884
-1,244

-27,004
—16,764
—11,388
—7,164
—4,604
-3,004
—1,820
—1,180

—25,980
—15,996
—10,876
—6,908
—4,348
—2,876
—1,756
—1,116

-24,956
—15,484
-10,364
—6,652
-4,092
—2,748
—1,692
-1,052

-23,932
-14,972
—9,852
—6,396
-3,900
—2,620
—1,628
—988

—22,908
—14,460
-9,340
—6,140
-3,772
-2,492
—1,564
-924

80
90
100
110

—876
—556
—308
—148

—844
-524
-292
-132

—812
-492
—276
-120

—780
—460
—260
-112

—748
—428
-244
-104

—716
—396
—228
—96

—684
-372
-212
—88

—652
-356
—196
—80

—620
-340
—180
-72

—588
-324
—164
—64

